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Brief Communication

Evidence for a ‘‘metabolically inactive’’
inorganic phosphate pool in adenosine
triphosphate synthase reaction using
localized 31P saturation transfer
magnetic resonance spectroscopy
in the rat brain at 11.7 T

Brice Tiret1,2, Emmanuel Brouillet1,2 and Julien Valette1,2

Abstract

With the increased spectral resolution made possible at high fields, a second, smaller inorganic phosphate resonance can

be resolved on 31P magnetic resonance spectra in the rat brain. Saturation transfer was used to estimate de novo

adenosine triphosphate synthesis reaction rate. While the main inorganic phosphate pool is used by adenosine triphos-

phate synthase, the second pool is inactive for this reaction. Accounting for this new pool may not only help us

understand 31P magnetic resonance spectroscopy metabolic profiles better but also better quantify adenosine triphos-

phate synthesis.
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Introduction

Phosphorus (31P) magnetic resonance spectroscopy
(MRS) can be used to non-invasively quantify metab-
olites involved in energy metabolism, such as adenosine
triphosphate (ATP), phosphocreatine (PCr) and inor-
ganic phosphate (Pi). It has been widely used to study
muscles but also brain and liver (Befroy et al.1 and
references herein). In addition to the metabolic profile,
31P MRS has the added benefit of allowing the non-
invasive measurement of pH.2 Furthermore, saturation
transfer experiments can be used to quantify reaction
rates between exchanging pools3 and can be of particu-
lar interest when studying brain metabolism together
with other methods.4

At high magnetic fields, there is an increase in 31P
spectral resolution that can help differentiate peaks that
would otherwise overlap. Previous studies in the muscle
have reported resonances between 5.1 and 5.3 ppm that
could be attributed to a second pool of Pi (the main
pool resonating at 4.9 ppm). These studies suggested
that the alkaline pool of Pi may originate from

extracellular space,5 blood6 or mitochondrial space.7,8

Other studies at lower fields have been trying to decon-
volve the broad Pi peak into various number of pools
and attribute them to specific cellular compartments in
isolated brains.9–11 A very recent study in the human
brain12 found the second Pi pool resonating at
5.24 ppm to be insensitive to selective inversion of
PCr and g-ATP,13 suggesting the absence of chemical
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exchange with Pi and thus supporting the extra-cellular
hypothesis.

The aim of this study was to combine high magnetic
field (11.7 T) and spectroscopic localization to achieve
good spectral resolution and test this hypothesis, i.e.
characterize Pi pools (noted Pi4.9 and Pi5.3) in the rat
brain, including saturation transfer experiments to esti-
mate the participation of each pool to ATP synthesis.
We also evaluated how not accounting for the existence
of this smaller pool of Pi could possibly result in biased
estimation of ATP synthase reaction rate (kfATPase).

Methods

Animal preparation

This study was conducted using five Sprague Dawley
male rats (8–12 months old). All experiments were con-
ducted according to the French regulation (Directive
2010/63/EU—French Act Rural Code R 214-87 to
131). The animal facility was approved by veterinarian
inspectors (authorization #B 92-032-02) and complies
with Standards for Humane Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals of the Office of Laboratory
Animal Welfare (OLAW—#A5826-01). All experimen-
tal procedures were approved by the CEA Ethic
Committee (committee #44, approval #10-057).
Reporting of this work complies with ARRIVE guide-
lines. Rats were scanned using a horizontal 11.7 T
Bruker scanner (Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany) and a
double tuned 1H-31P transmit-receive surface coil
(Rapid Biomed GmbH, Rimpar, Germany). Rats
were anesthetized with isoflurane at a concentration
kept under 2% to minimize effects on metabolism,14

and fixed on a stereotaxic frame to minimize motion
artifacts.

Data acquisition

Anatomical images were obtained using a standard T2
sequence and used to position a 10� 7� 11 mm3 voxel
covering most of the brain (Figure 1). Localized shim-
ming (�20–25Hz) was automatically performed after
acquisition of a B0 map using the ‘‘MAPSHIM’’
Bruker routine.

Spectroscopic localization was performed using a
3D-ISIS module (TR¼ 8 s) with 3-ms adiabatic hyper-
bolic secant inversion pulses (10-kHz bandwidth), and
2-ms adiabatic half passage excitation pulse. In add-
ition to the unsaturated spectrum (tsat ¼ 0), spectra
were acquired at five different saturation times
(tsat¼ 0.53, 1.05, 2.10, 3.15, 4.19 s). To be less sensitive
to B1 inhomogeneity, selective saturation of g-ATP
consisted of a BISTRO pulse train of hyperbolic
secant pulses (50-ms each duration, 100-Hz bandwidth)

with 5-ms gradient spoiling between pulses.15 Each spec-
trum was acquired in 34min, keeping total examination
time under 4 h. To control for direct saturation effects on
the spectra, two other rats were scanned using the
same protocol with the selective saturation placed sym-
metrical to g-ATP resonance relative to Pi, at all tsat.
No detectable signal loss was observed on the dominant
Pi peak, demonstrating the absence of significant RF
bleed-over effect in our experimental conditions. Hence,
in the following, Pi signal attenuations will be calcu-
lated relative to the unsaturated spectrum, rather than
relative to symmetrically saturated spectra. This
approach allows devoting the whole experiment to
acquiring ‘‘useful’’ saturation data, i.e. acquire data
for more saturation times, and with more averaging.

Data analysis

Spectra were averaged over all five animals for each tsat
to increase signal-to-noise ratio. This averaged dataset
was then analyzed with LCModel16 using a simulated
basis set as described in Deelchand et al.17 Both peaks
were visible at the expected Pi resonances, one at 4.9
and the other at 5.3 ppm, and the basis set was built
accordingly. The exact chemical shift between each Pi
peak and PCr resonance was used to calculate pH in
each compartment according to this equation:

pH ¼ pKaþ log
�� �ha
�a � �

� �

Figure 1. Unsaturated 31P spectra acquired in a large voxel of

the rat brain, averaged over two animals, showing different

resonances; phosphoethanolamine (PE), the two pools of inor-

ganic phosphate (dominant Pi4.9, and newly resolved Pi5.3),

glycerol 3-phosphorylethanolamine (GPE), glycerol 3-phosphor-

ylcholine (GPC), phosphocreatine (PCr), and ATP resonances

(terminal g-ATP and proximal a-ATP).
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Limiting shifts are �ha¼ 3.27 (acidic species)
�a¼ 5.68 (basic species) and deprotonation constant is
pKa¼ 6.73.2

The decrease of Pi longitudinal magnetization
during saturation transfer was modeled using Bloch
equations modified to account for chemical exchange
between Pi and ATP.18 Non-linear fitting was applied
to estimate both T1int (the intrinsic T1, in absence of
exchange, i.e. during saturation) and kfATPase and
Monte-Carlo simulations over 500 repetitions was
used to derive the error on estimates. Because TR was
long as compared with T1, the precise value of T1mix

(the T1 in presence of exchange, i.e. during sequence
dead time) had only marginal impact of kfATPase, as we
could verify using a complete model including T1mix.

18

Results

Amount and pH of Pi pools

Figure 1 shows a localized 31P spectrum acquired in the
rat brain (tsat¼ 0) with two separate peaks visible
around 5 ppm. Each peak is identified with a CRLB
of less than 6% and the correlation coefficient between
them is weak (0.064). The pH found for each peak was
pH4.9¼ 7.06 and pH5.3¼ 7.39, respectively. The signal
ratio Pi5.3/Pitotal was found to be 19%.

Progressive saturation

Spectra averaged over five rats and zoomed on the Pi
peaks at different saturation times are shown in
Figure 2(a). There was no significant decrease of
signal intensity for phosphomonoester (PE and PCho)
and phosphodiester (GPE and GPC) resonances as tsat
increased (not shown). The signal decrease of the lar-
gest peak at 4.9 ppm reflects the strong chemical
exchange between Pi (Pi4.9) and ATP. Figure 2(b)
shows the best fit for Pi4.9 signal attenuation and total
Pi attenuation yielding kfATPase¼ 0.37� 0.03 s�1 and
kfATPase¼ 0.28� 0.02 s�1 for Pi4.9 and Pitotal, respect-
ively. Meanwhile, the signal of alkaline Pi was not
apparently affected by progressive saturation
(Figure 2(a) and (b)), demonstrating that this pool is
not involved in ATP synthesis at detectable levels.

Discussion

Extracellular origin of the 5.3 ppm Pi peak

As far as we know, this is the first report of two pools of
Pi in the rat brain. To exclude the possibility of an
alteration in metabolic profile due to the anesthetic
used, e.g. as observed for isoflurane on 1H spectra
(resulting in lactate increase19), we acquired control

spectra on a rat anesthetised with benzodiazepine (mid-
azolam) and medetomidine (2.5 and 0.25mg/kg,
respectively). The same peaks in similar concentrations
were observed, excluding some metabolic effect due to
isoflurane.

Previous studies have reported observing a second Pi
peak 0.2–0.4 downfield of the main Pi4.9 peak in mus-
cles and brain. All studies have excluded the blood con-
tamination possibility, on the basis of small partial
volume, low concentration and lack of 2,3-DPG in
the spectra. Some reports assign a mitochondrial
origin to the second Pi peak in the muscle, with a chem-
ical shift actually closer to 5.1 ppm8 (and references
therein), while others assign an extracellular origin in
the brain.20,21 The different origin of this second Pi in
brain12 compared to muscle8 is also suggested by the
large difference in T1 (approximately four times longer
in the brain).

The fact that the Pi5.3 peak is insensitive to g-ATP
saturation shows that this pool does not participate in
de novo ATP synthesis at the time scale of the experi-
ment. This was shown here with saturation transfer in
the rat brain, and with inversion transfer techniques in
the human brain.12 Using saturation transfer allowed
achieving a �50% signal decrease for Pi4.9, i.e. a much
stronger contrast compared to inversion transfer (25%
maximal signal decrease). While measurement noise
may have partly masked 25% signal attenuation for
Pi5.3 (see Figure 6(a) in Ren et al.12), it is less likely
that it may have masked a 50% Pi5.3 decrease in the
present work. This strongly reinforces the idea that Pi5.3
is not in exchange with ATP, thus adding another argu-
ment in favor of the extracellular origin of Pi5.3 in the
brain.

Interestingly, we estimated that the extracellular Pi
represents 20% of the total Pi in the rat brain, which is
close to what has been reported in Ren et al.12 (35%)
and Kintner et al.20 and Du et al.21 (25%). Considering
that this corresponds well to the generally accepted22

volume fraction of each of those compartments in the
brain, these results suggest that Pi concentrations are
similar in the intracellular and extracellular spaces.

Potential bias on kfATPase and VATP determination

The kfATPase value found when modeling only the Pi4.9
signal is �30% higher than when taking the total Pi
signal in the voxel. This increase is expected since a
higher proportion of the signal considered is in direct
exchange with ATP. Remarkably, the values for ATP
synthesis rates (VATP¼ kfATPasex[Pi]) calculated both
ways (considering Pitotal or Pi4.9) are very close. This
can be explained by the fact that the lower kfATPase is
multiplied by a higher concentration and vice versa when
considering total Pi or dominant Pi only, respectively.

Tiret et al. 3



Using a literature value of 1.3mM for [Pitotal], and
a 1.1 g/mL brain density,18,23 ATP synthesis rate
can be estimated to VATP¼ 23.2� 2.2mmol g�1 min�1

considering only dominant Pi, and VATP¼

22.0� 1.4 mmol g�1min�1 considering total Pi. In
other words, this means that VATP values from past
studies based on total Pi attenuation may be essentially
correct in practice, despite the presence of extracellular

Pi in the broad peak, while the values of kfATPase may
be significantly underestimated.

Note that estimated kfATPase and VATP values are
slightly higher than in previous reports in awake
Humans12,18,21 (10.6 mmol g�1 min�1 on average),
macaques under propofol4 (7.8 mmol g�1 min�1), or
rats under isoflurane24 and halothane25 (12.1 and
19.8mmol g�1 min�1, respectively). Here, we optimized

Figure 2. (a) Signal decrease of dominant Pi when applying selective saturation on the g-ATP pool in exchange with Pi. The weaker Pi

pool remains unaffected by the downfield saturation suggesting no interaction with g-ATP. (b) Normalized attenuation of the averaged

signal (n¼ 5) of total Pi (¨) and intracellular Pi (�) as a function of saturation time. The alkaline Pi5.3 (#) was also plotted to show its

independence to g-ATP saturation. The best nonlinear fit for each Pi4.9 and Pitotal is shown in black line and the uncertainty on kfATPase

is represented as lower and upper bounds in lighter shade.
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the saturation module to neglect RF bleed over and
calculate signal attenuation relative to tsat¼ 0, rather
than relative to symmetric experiment as in previous
works. A small RF bleed over, below our detection
capabilities, could explain this slight bias towards
higher values. This does not affect the findings of the
present work regarding the potential bias induced on
kfATPase, and limited bias on VATP when considering
total Pi.

Conclusion

In this work, we acquired localized 31P spectra in the rat
brain at 11.7 T to characterize a second pool of Pi at
more alkaline pH than the main Pi resonance. Based on
pH measurements and saturation transfer MRS, we
assigned an extracellular origin to this pool and
showed that significant bias can be introduced in
kfATPase measurements when not accounting for both
pools. However, this bias does not strongly impact the
ATP synthesis rate (VATP) estimation. Differentiating
between intra and extracellular pools may help eluci-
date some mechanisms at stake under pathological con-
ditions. For example, based on total Pi chemical shift at
lower field, we have reported that pH increased in a rat
model of Huntington’s disease as well as in patients,
which we hypothesized to be of intracellular origin.26

Separating both pools could allow firmly establishing
that the observed shift in Pitotal is not due to increased
extracellular pH or increased Pi5.3 content, and that
only intracellular pH is affected.
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